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QUESTION 1

Scenario: More than 10,000 users will access a customer\\'s environment. The current networking infrastructure is
capable of supporting the entire workforce of users. However, the number of support staff is limited, and management
needs to ensure that they are capable of supporting the full user base. 

Which business driver is prioritized, based on the customer\\'s requirements? 

A. Simplify Management 

B. Increase Scalability 

C. Increase Flexibility 

D. Reduce Costs 

E. Enable Mobile Work Styles 

F. Increase Security 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Citrix Architect has deployed NetScaler Management and Analytics System (NMAS) to monitor a high availability pair
of NetScaler VPX devices. 

The architect needs to deploy automated configuration backup to meet the following requirements: 

1. 

The configuration backup file must be protected using a password. 

2. 

The configuration backup must be performed each day at 8:00 AM GMT. 

3. 

The configuration backup must also be performed if any changes are made in the ns.conf file. 

4. 

Once the transfer is successful, auto-delete the configuration file from the NMAS. 

Which SNMP trap will trigger the configuration file backup? 

A. netScalerConfigSave 

B. sysTotSaveConfigs 

C. netScalerConfigChange 
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D. sysconfigSave 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/netscaler-mas/12/instance-management/how-to-backup-andrestore-using-
mas.html#configuring-instance-backup-settings 

 

QUESTION 3

Which encoding type can a Citrix Architect use to encode the StyleBook content, when importing the StyleBook
configuration under source attribute? 

A. Hex 

B. base64 

C. URL 

D. Unicode 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/netscaler-mas/12/stylebooks/how-to-use-api-to-createconfiguration-from-
stylebooks/import-custom-stylebooks.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A Citrix Architect needs to deploy three VPX instances on NetScaler SDX 11500 device to meet the following
design requirements: 

1.

 Three (3) VPX instances must be provisioned on the SDX device. 

2.

 Instance 1 must be utilized for deploying NetScaler Gateway virtual server. 

3.

 Instance 2 must be utilized for deploying load balancing virtual servers for XML, Director, StoreFront, and Active
Directory servers. 

4.

 Separate IP address must be utilized for the communication with XenApp environment and LDAP communication. 

5.

 Instance 3 must be used for deploying the test environment. 

6.
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 In the test environment, NetScaler Gateway virtual server, load balancing virtual servers for XML, Director, StoreFront
and Active Directory servers must be configured. 

How many IP addresses will be required to meet these design requirements? 

A. 14 

B. 20 

C. 16 

D. 18 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: A Citrix Architect has set up NetScaler MPX devices in high availability mode with version 12.0. 

53.13 nc. These are placed behind a Cisco ASA 5505 Firewall is configured to block traffic using access control lists.
The network address translation (NAT) is also performed on the firewall. 

The following requirements were captured by the architect during the discussion held as part of the NetScaler security
implementation project with the customer\\'s security team: 

The NetScaler device: 

1. 

Should monitor the rate of traffic either on a specific virtual entity or on the device. It should be able to mitigate the
attacks from a hostile client sending a flood of requests. The NetScaler device should be able to stop the HTTP, TCP,
and DNS based requests. 

2. 

Needs to protect backend servers from overloading. 

3. 

Needs to queue all the incoming requests on the virtual server level instead of the service level. 

4. 

Should provide access to resources on the basis of priority. 

5. 

Should provide protection against well-known Windows exploits, virus-infected personal computers, centrally managed
automated botnets, compromised webservers, known spammers/hackers, and phishing 

proxies. 

6.

 Should provide flexibility to enforce the desired level of security check inspections for the requests originating from a
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specific geolocation database. 

7.

 Should block the traffic based on a pre-determined header length, URL length, and cookie length. The device should
ensure that characters such as a single straight quote (*); backslash(\), and semicolon (;) are either blocked,
transformed, or dropped while being sent to the backend server. 

Which two security features should the architect configure to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Pattern sets 

B. Rate limiting 

C. HTTP DDOS 

D. Data sets 

E. APPQOE 

Correct Answer: BE 

Reference: https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/12-1/appexpert/appqoe.html https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-
adc/12-1/appexpert/rate-limiting.html 
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